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As native advertising continues to capture growing amounts of advertising share, it has

evolved from a means to strengthen consumer engagement to a powerful tool to influence 

consumer behavior at all stages of the decision-making process. That’s particularly the case 

when native campaigns closely integrate with publisher content to enhance user experience.

To assess the impact of its Native Article ad execution, Nativo commissioned Comscore in  

August 2017 to evaluate brand metrics from 25 national campaigns and determine Native 

Article’s impact at critical stages of the purchase journey. Native Article provides advertisers 

with a unique click-in execution scaled across contextually relevant publications, fostering 

greater engagement than other digital ad formats. 

Results conclusively revealed Native Article’s power to positively influence consumers 

throughout the purchase journey. Compared to an unexposed control group, Native Article 

created significant lift across five brand metrics throughout consumers’ entire journey, 

including awareness, ad recall and purchase intent. 

Study Brief

Native Article, exclusive to 

Nativo, is a unique native 

advertising format that scales 

branded content across 

hundreds of premium publisher 

sites. Native Article keeps 

users on-site and engaged, 

matching the look and feel 

of each publication to deliver 

higher engagement rates for 

marketers and a seamless 

content experience for 

consumers.

STUDY BRIEF

TRUE NATIVE STAYS ON THE PUBLISHER SITENATIVE ARTICLE STAYS ON THE PUBLISHER SITE
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The chart below illustrates how native ad formats outperform Comscore’s norms, which are 

comprised of traditional display and pre-roll video formats, and exposure to a native ad alone.

*Comscore Brand Survey Lift Norms provide a powerful indicator of relative campaign performance. They include brand studies across 
display and video campaigns for various branding metrics, including awareness, favorability, ad recall, purchase intent, etc. 

**Purchase intent values shown are point lift differences based on percentage of top 2 box.

Along with exploring these findings in greater detail, this white paper explores the impact of

native advertising across all stages of the consumer journey, describes the unique benefits 

of the Nativo Native Article format and offers strategic recommendations to advertisers 

considering expanding their use of native advertising. 

STUDY BRIEF

Historically, native advertising 

executions have been applied 

to mid-funnel strategies. The 

Comscore study definitively 

shows Native Article is effective 

at generating awareness, 

building ad recall and securing 

purchase intent.
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First envisioned as a way to foster consumer engagement, native advertising has evolved

into a significant part of advertisers’ efforts to drive consumers to action. A 2019 study by

eMarketer projects that marketers will devote almost two-thirds of their display budgets to 

native ads in 2020.1 

Typically, native advertising begins with a display-like ad element integrated into the publisher’s 

editorial feed, such as a headline, preview image and brief summary that engages consumers 

to click to read or view content that complements an advertiser’s products or objectives. 

Examples of this are a travel piece sponsored by a local visitor’s bureau (left) or a racing video 

for an auto manufacturer. 

With the vast majority of advertising budgets focused on either the top or bottom of the sales

funnel—brand awareness and conversion, respectively—the growth in native advertising

spend signals increasing recognition of its value in influencing consumers throughout their

decision-making process. With careful planning and execution, advertisers can use 

branded content to drive consideration and influence action.

To be sure, native advertising can vary in quality and impact. Branded content must be created 

thoughtfully to reach its intended audience in the right environment. Advertisers must plan 

campaigns that match the cadence of their vertical’s sales process, and the platforms upon 

which native advertising campaigns are delivered and executed must encourage engagement, 

not detract from it. According to Casey Wuestefeld, vice president of platform operations for 

Nativo, these are all challenges that advertisers are becoming increasingly aware of.

“As native has matured, the story is evolving,” says Wuestefeld. “As advertisers are

getting more specific and increasing their spend against this tactic, they want to see how

engagement with their content ties into their overarching business objectives. For example,

if people spend time reading a recipe featuring a certain sour cream brand, does it influence

them to now perceive it’s a better product than a competitor or the generic store brand? And

most importantly, are they now more likely to buy it?”

1 eMarketer, https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-native-advertising-2019

Native as a Full-Funnel Strategy

FULL-FUNNEL STRATEGY

Native Ad Unit
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The Native Article Approach: 
Click-In vs. Click-Out

As with display ads, video pre-roll and other traditional forms of digital advertising, most native 

formats “click-out,” sending users from the site they are on to a different site (brand.com) to 

read the advertiser’s content. This disruptive behavior can discourage users from engaging 

with content and reduce the effectiveness of native advertising.

However, Native Article offers a unique “click-in” experience, with native ad units connecting 

users to the corresponding branded content while remaining on the publisher’s site. This 

provides a more consistent user experience by matching the surrounding editorial content. 

Nativo’s network includes hundreds of publishers, including prominent media companies 

and web properties, and its platform provides centralized control and analytics across all 

participating sites, many of which also use the patented technology to monetize their 

inventory and sell their own native campaigns.

Native Article also allows advertisers to place conversion actions within native content. For 

example, instead of reading an article and following a link to an auto dealer site to see current 

inventory or request more information, Native Article allows the contact form or inventory view 

to be embedded within the native content on the publisher’s site. Consumer packaged goods 

(CPG) companies can include a coupon download, while financial companies can end an article 

with a qualifying form that allows access to a more detailed white paper. “For every vertical, 

Native Article provides a blank canvas where advertisers can tell a story, and then drive an 

action,” says Wuestefeld.

By providing a click-in approach to engaging with branded content and embedding 

conversion tools into the publisher site, Native Article helps to improve the 

effectiveness of native advertising throughout the consumer journey. The Comscore 

findings confirm that the Native Article approach impacts consumer decision-making at 

all stages of the purchase journey.

NATIVE ARTICLE APPROACH
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Native Article Delivers 
Throughout the Funnel

To determine the effect of Native Article, Nativo commissioned Comscore in August 2017 

to evaluate brand metrics from 25 national campaigns and over 110 million viewable

impressions. Using its Brand Survey Lift™ solution, Comscore examined branding impacts

on consumer attitudes and behaviors across a variety of verticals, including automotive,

technology and CPG between April and October 2016.
 

In the study, Comscore compared the lift in brand health metrics of two distinct exposure

groups, those exposed to the standalone native ad and those who also were exposed to the 

Nativo Native Article format. The Nativo Native Article execution features the full progression 

of the native experience with an ad clicking to a corresponding article within the publisher’s 

site. Both exposure groups were measured against unexposed control groups. The native 

ad exposed group was also benchmarked against Comscore traditional digital advertising 

baselines, including banner display ads and video pre-roll. When consumers clicked on the 

native ad to access the related content contained on the Native Article page, Comscore 

researchers found significant lift in consumer engagement in five of the six stages that 

make up the purchase funnel. The graphic below illustrates this point.

 

NATIVE ARTICLE DELIVERS

Consumers exposed to Native 

Article ad experiences scored

high across aided and unaided

brand awareness, ad recall,

recommendation intent and

purchase consideration when

compared to a baseline and

native ads. The United States

based research spanned 110

million viewable ad impressions,

650 thousand page views and

produced a 90% confidence

level when measuring lift

over control group.
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Importantly, the Comscore results demonstrate lift at both the early and late stages of the

consumer journey—in unaided awareness and ad recall as well as intent to purchase/consider. 

In these cases, the point lift of the Native Article was greater than the native ad (versus 

unexposed).

“This study shows that consumer engagement with native advertising within a trusted

publisher’s environment breeds higher impact,” says Anne Hunter, senior vice president of

Advertising at Comscore. “At the top of the funnel, exposure to the native ad and subsequent

exposure to the Native Article significantly increased unaided and aided awareness of

the brands, while purchase intent at the bottom of the funnel saw a major lift over our

Benchmarks.”

 

AMONG OTHER FINDINGS:

•    Unaided brand awareness increased for those exposed to both the native ad and Native

      Article, but exposure to the Native Article demonstrated significantly higher lift than the             

      native ad alone.

 

•    Both consumer recall of desktop advertising and the likelihood to recommend the tested        

      brands rose only after exposure to the full branded content.

 

•    Consumer favorability toward the tested brands was the only metric that did not show

      significant lift after either exposure.

 

•    Purchase intent for the tested brands rose after exposure to both the native ad unit

      and Native Article, but the lift was significantly higher when respondents viewed

      the branded content.

NATIVE ARTICLE DELIVERS
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Strategic Implications 
for Advertisers

The impact of Native Article on all stages of the consumer journey validates the increased use

of native campaigns throughout the sales funnel. To maximize this impact, advertisers should

consider the following strategies as they plan native campaigns.

 

Deliver on what’s promised. Advertising has traditionally been about interruption; native

should focus instead on engagement. Native Article avoids a key detractor of digital 

advertising—the interruption from clicking out to an advertiser site. However, it’s also up to 

the advertiser to plan and deliver content of value—meaningful, relevant content that isn’t just 

a sales pitch. Put yourself in your audience’s shoes. Focus on relevant content, not product 

specs. The content should ideally entertain, educate or inform, not present a long form direct 

sales pitch. Delivering on that promise will increase engagement and decrease bounce rates.

 

Focus on relevancy. We’ve all experienced situations where we’ve searched for a pair of shoes 

online, then immediately seen banners for that exact pair follow us across the web. Native relies 

on relevancy. If you’re selling shoes, branded content should run on fashion or fitness sites—

not cooking blogs. Be careful that native ad placement doesn’t dilute relevance.

 

Develop KPIs specific to your business. Consider what the sales funnel looks like for your 

vertical when setting expectations for native campaigns. The length of the purchase cycle and 

sales volumes are drastically different for cars than for CPG, as are the key conversion metrics 

and benchmarks. For longer purchase cycles, incorporate leading indicators of interest like a 

product page view or a newsletter sign-up to better understand performance.

When executing a full funnel strategy, tailor your approach to each stage of the consumer 

journey. Different verticals require varying focus throughout the funnel. More complex or big-

ticket purchases may involve retargeting prospects multiple times with content, focusing more 

heavily on fostering mid-funnel awareness and engagement before driving action. Messaging 

and content should be tailored to each phase of the consumer journey, educating in the early 

stages and driving action with specific calls-to-action in later ones. Driving people to the 

bottom of the funnel requires attention in the mid-funnel to avoid a hard sell, leveraging native 

content to build a highly qualified and engaged audience.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
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